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The World is divided into two halves 
the World of Majority C the World of 
Minority, each of them living in their 
own realm. Normally, the majority oc-
cupy the most valuable place, which is 
the core of the city. The Minority can 
only share the outer spaces and so 
called "peaceful environment”. 
One day, the Majority built a wall on 
the boundary and to stop the Minor-
ity crossing the land and enter the 
World of Major i ty . From that time, 
they could not see each others... 
The wall is the symbol of. 
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P o i n t 0 f d e p a r t u r e 
The first design thinking was formed under the sense of 
"Symbiosis".In order to resolve the problem of division 
and isolation between the Majority and Minority, the idea 
of symbiosis helps to develop a program suitable for two 
kind of users. The main goal is to design a piece of ar-
chitecture which can become a physical environment to 
educe the social obstruction. 
The thesis is to research a new form of facilities toward 
the Minority group. Furthermore, explore the possibili-
ties to combine the functional requirement from the Ma-
jority to the Minority. 
Perception (psychologically/physcially) is the main key-
word of the first design thinking. Being a architectural 
student of this high-dense city, a well-developed vision 
should be required. Therefore, the project would change 
from varies scale to illustrate the design issues. 
o p s s 
This thesis is trying to test out how architecture can become 
the bridge for the Majority and the Minority. By inserting a struc-
tural framework that endorsed with the sense of symbiosis in 
the urban network, the correlation of social framwork would be 
improved. 
Base on the same arrangement, the thesis simulate to explore 
the "cross-functions" of the building programs in the same ar-
chitectural space. 
The thesis also aims to understand how to deconstruct and 
redefine the general perceptions to the social identity towards 
the Minority group, therefore, re-establish the communication 
channel between the Majority and the Minority though 
"transprogram" and relevant spatial experience. 
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C h a p t e r 1 
The s i t e is l o c a t e d in the W o r l d of M i n o r i t y . T h e r e is a 
s e r i e s of r e s i d e n t i a l bui ld ings wh ich a r e rough , old iso-
l a t e d Dy the e x c i t i n g c o m m e r c i a l l i f e o u t s i d e . In th is p a r -
t i c u l a r s i t e , the M a j o r i t y & the M i n o r i t y l i ve c lose to-
D B t h e p . In the p a s t , many a r c h i t e c t u r e s w e r e i n t r o d u c e d 
to r e s o l v e the " W a i r p rob lem using the idea of symbio-
s is . H o w e v e r , i t is not a q u e s t i o n of s y m b i o s i s in t h i s 
c a s e . I t is a ques t ion of v i s i b i l i t y i n s t e a d . 
The Wall is the symbol o L 
r B p u I s i 0 
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P o t e n t i a l d e v e l o p m e n t 
a r e a 
C e n t p a l - m i d l e v e l 
e s c a l a t o r 
V i c t o r i a P r i s o n 
c e n t r a l p o l i c e s t a t i o n 
The S i t e 
G o v e r n m e n t H o u s e 
NKC H o s p i t a l 
F r i n g e c l u b 
E n t B r t a l n m e n t B u i l d i n g 
L a n d m a r k 
S e n s e s of c o n t r a d i c t i o n 
The site is the place of contradiction. On the one hand, the place consists the most valuable-
rental office spaces, the most exciting city night life and the most conjested M.T.R. station. On 
the other hand, the site consists local residential area and close to the end of old market with 
several historical places like Victoria prison and central police station, fringe club, government 
house and famous pottinger street. ’ 
The people in the site is another form of contradiction. Higher class businessmen in the day time 
may become drunker at Lan Kwai Fong in the evening. The old hawkers live and work in the 
same area. Aged people normally walk along side with the busy people. Tourists, patients, po-
tential criminal, polices, doctors and artists could be found all the way. ’ 
s s i g 8 p 
n t B 
/ Lan Kwal Fong 
T h e r e is a i m p o r t a n t f e a t u r e 
i ns i de Lan Kwa i Fong , i .e the 
h u g e r e t a i n i n g wa l l w h i c h d i -
v i ded the s i te in to two l eve l s 
(+ 2 3 . 4 m & + 3 3 . 5 m ) . 
T h i s c o m p a c t c o n t e x t a l s o 
p r o v i d e g r e a t c h a l l e n g e s to 
d e t e r m i n e d e s i g n a p p r o a c h 
and l a n g u a g e . 
Thepotentiaiorttesfte 
T h e s i t e is l o c a t e d on t h e 
s t e e p s l o p e w i t h s i g n i f i c a n t 
l eve l d i f f e r e n t , lack of o p e n 
s p a c e s and g r e e n e r y w i t h i n 
the a rea . 
M o r e o v e r , O w i n g to Lan Kwa i 
Fong is the w e l l k n o w n le i -
su re s p o t in Hong K o n g , the 
pub l i c i t y of the c i ty g ive more 
c h a n c e to e x p l o r e 
t a n s p r o g am f a c i l i t i e s . 
Aena! Pnoto Main feature 
Retaining wall 
R 8 p • r t S B B S B S I f - I n - b 8 t w 8 8 n - t THE PBTB—nil he s i t e 
MKHsvei 
residential 
0 u s S a n i t y ] 
Senses Of -between’ 
The site is located at the in-between zone of the central 
district. From seacoast to the north part of the site, most of 
the buildings are highrise-office type with commercial 
shopfront at ground level. There are many buildings inter-
connected by the foot bridges and formed the central net-
work. 
From mid-level to the south part of the site, most of the build-
ing are reisdential type. Between two zones, most of the 
buildings are govememental or insitutional types. Facilities 
could be shared by both parties. This gap in central allows 
variation of building types development. 





A passage, leading from Lan Kvv'ai Fong to old residential buiidmas 
B s ! g n t B 
n s 0 
P r o b l e m & o p p o r t u n - _ -
The existing site is the missing link of the pedestrian access 
from mid level to downtown Central. Normally, when resi-
dents need to walk from uphill to the Landmark, they should 
firstly travel from escalator down the hill and turn at Holly-
wood road, then they should pass through Wyndham street 
and making short cut by entering Lan Kwai Fong. Finally, 
walk through LanKwaiFong to downtown. This situation is 
quite inconvience. If there is a ainy day the situation would 
be even worsen Besides, the traffic condition in Hollywood 
Road is very conjested and would be caused danger to the 
flow of pedestrain. 
Actually there is a existing passage penetrate from the old 
residential area to Lan Kwai Fong. However, the condition 
is so bad that no one would look as a major route. 
The site should take the chance to re-establish a more valid 
pedestrian linkage, furthermore, the flow of pedestrain would 
encourage general public emerge into the building complex. 
JSSiDie access .v-et czlj 
rom midlevei to Central 
Possible access (horizontal) 
from midievei to Central 
I e S i t e s e c t l i n C t i t B 
t e s u I m 
The wall will never change its 
quality in the site although the 
surrounding buildings may be 
redeveloped all the time. The 
wall stand still and become the 
main feature to record the time 
Fitness Center 
This center become a place for 
people to release the stress 
from daily work, these kind of 
activities finally change to form 
of ritual for all businessmen in 
the Central. 
Bar & Cafe 
Without bar & cafe’ Lan Kwai 
Fong could not be a place for 
people to gather. Details of lo-
cation refer to page 4... 
This is a famous street inculding 
many local shops at both sides 
which content great amount of 
historial and contextual quality. 
P o t t i n g e r S t r e e t G a r d e n 
However, nobody will dear to 
staying at the garden nearby, 
accessibility become a question 
in those area. 
m m d 0 w n t 
Curtain wall is the major lan-
guage of this zone, people flow 
in a high speed. 
u m m 
A f t e r the d e t a i l s t u d i e s of the s i te and c o n t e x t u a l i s s u e s , d e s i g n p r o b l e m s 
had been a r i s e d . Nex t s tep of d e s i g n d e v e l o p m e n t is to s h o w n how the s i te 
go ing to be r e - i n t e r g r a t e d a g a i n , ( o t he rs s i te a n a l y s i s re fe r to a p p e n d i x ) 
• " " n I B p . r t VITb" i V , „ 7 7 7 « m m a 
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Rear facade of the old residential buildings 
I B n I B p 
V e n i o n One 
To d e a l w i t h t h e p r o b l e m of v i s i b i l i t y , a p a s -
s a g e is i n t r o d u c e d t o t h e s i t e , f r o m t h e C e n -
t r a l e s c a l a t o r t o Lan K w a i F o n g . The p a s s a g e 
p e n e t r a t e f r o m t h e w o r l d o f M a j o r i t y t o t h e 
W o r l d of M i n o r i t y . D e s p i t e t h e i n h a b i t a n t s o f 
b o t h w o r l d s h a v i n g m o r e c h a n c e s t o m e e t 
“ P H Y S I C A L L Y ” t h e b a r r i e r s s t i l l h u r t e a c h one 
" P S Y C H O L O G I C A L L Y " . 
I 8 l a p 
• M d g i n g t h e g a 
A p p 0 r a c 
P r e c e d e n t 
Central escalator where connected from mid-
level to downtown, is a new feature in central. 
The escalator provide a passage with shelther 
for the local residents. This path like a rehabili-
tation machines to re-connect many spots on 
the slope. 
Divide the pedestrain flow from traffic is a good 
way especially in the pack environment here 
in Hong Kong 
However, the existing escalator can only per-
form as a passage. Some of the contextual is-
sues are being ignored. For example, the rela-
tion between the first two level of the existing 
building may overlook to the escalator. 
A r c h i t e c t u r a l l a n g u a g e s 
This organ system can be reproduce again in 
the new development and form a new layer of 
urban web. Instead of the connecting from hill 
top, horizontal connection form Hollywood 
Road to Wyndham street would be introduced. 
Nearby buildings could also add their ingrass 
and egrass point at the same level. A passage 
then penetrate from Central escalator through 
Pottinger Street and some old residential build-
ings, and finally reach Lan Kwai Fong. 
Pottinger Street . Central 
B s u n B B s I g n A p p 
P U 
M a s t e 
E n v i r o n m e n t Upg 
The passage could act 
as a extention of the 
building floor so that 
the residential could di-
rectly link with the pas-
sage. Moreover, the 
passage would pro-
vide more spaces for 
the function unit of the 
nearby building at the 
same level. The spatial 
def in i t ion would be 
changed from passage 
to terrance which pro-
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B r i d g e P e r f o r m a n c e 
Different bridge settings 
with respect to the spatial 
configurat ions may en-
hance different kind of re-
lationship. 
Intimacy --
The bridge may merge with 
the building level to create 
a balcony. 
Communication --
The bridge and the build-
ing level are separated by 
the void and enhance the 
visual connection. 
Privacy --
The bridge is totally sepa-
rated from the building to 








Bridge Model, 1:50( 
The Newly Passage 




Site Model. 1:1000 
B P 
I r I d 0 B P B p f « r m 
S p U 
The Retainma wal 
n R B p 
S p U 0 u s 
A f u r t h e r s t e p t o go is i n t o 
t h e s e t t i n g o f t h e “ A l i e n ” 
s t r u c t u r e . F o r a l l s p a c e s 
a t t a c h e d t o t h e p a s s a g e , 
t h e c o n f i g u r a t i o n w o u l d be 
s h a p e d by b o t h p a r t i e s . The 
W o r l d of M a j o r i t y u s e s t h e 
f o r m of t r a n s p a r e n c y [ C u p -
t a i n w a i n , w h i l e t h e W o r l d 
of M i n o r i t y u s e s t h e f o r m 
of o p a c i t y [ S t o n e w a l l ] . 
The wall is the symbol of 
p e - I a i 0 
B P 
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s p u 0 u s 
I d e a s of T r a n s - p r o g r a m B u i l d i n g 
Alienation is the prelude of 
the rehabilitation program. 
To increase the visibility of 
the Minority group in this 
urban context, they should 
have more chances to ex-
plore, more chances to be 
served, more chances to 
be known. Although the 
'normal' people trying to 
oppose them, they should 
have chances to speak. 
Ideas of the tran-program 
building are providing the 
meeting oppotunity for two 
groups of people. 
U s e r s a n a l y s i s 
Actually, there are many 
type of T rans-p rogram 
groups: 






hawker food/cafe bar 
messenage /manage 
retired people/work group 
ii 1 i _ 
• % # f - • 
• H ^ n i n n n H H 
Conceptu3 Aiien Mode 
Moaei F u n c i t o n a l r e l a t i o n s h i p 
- ’ • - - . . ^ 
n the other hand, the building would be fully utilized as 24hours running program. The day-
night alteration method would be introduced. That means different kinds of potential would be 
using the building at different time. Same spatial environment and configuration serve two kind 
of people. Then each space should have the power of "duality". 
8 P 0 Idea rn Building 
When your p e r c e p t i o n has gone, il lusion comes 
When illusion has come, you'll perceive. 
The wall is the symbol of 
C 0 m m u n i c a i 0 
C h a p t e r 2 
Owing to each lot is being shared by two par t ies , a 
code of Tpansprogpam building is established for 
two d i f f e r e n t kinds of potent ia l users. 
The wal l or iginal ly separa ted two wor lds. Anyone 
on one side can' t see those on the other side. They 
use their own c h a r a c t e r s to behave and never com-
municate. 
Now the a r c h i t e c t u r e is the wai l , the spaces in-
side the wal l is called "In between space”. When 
anyone enters the in between space they no longer 
belong to separa te par t ies . . . 
ti a l l 
Artwork , Chang 
S D B B Q B B D E D ! 0 U S S 
mmoiQiQijimiim 
Phase one 
Develop the site of mental 
health care (Lot 001 )and 
the develoment office. 
Phase two 
Develop the bridge and 
connect from Old Bailey 
street to Pottinger Street. 
Develop the management 
office ( Lot 004 ). 
Phase three 
Further develop to connect 
from the central escalator 
to the old residential area, 
revitalize the garden ( Lot 
005) near Pottinger Street. 
Phase four 
Develop a I Other sites (Lot 
002 003, 006). 
Trans-ppooram B u _ Authentic 
Absurdity/Spurious Sanity [OOD 
Temporary deveiopmsnt office 
~Management offlca [DOd 
txtension of the Central escalator 
Pottinger Street garden [005] 
Victoria Prison staff dub extension 
[002] 
Coprsctional / Training CentBP [003] 
Multipurpose commercial building 
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C o n c e p t d e v e l o p m e n t 
stone is the sense of separation and power. In the past, people 
use stone to build castel and prison. Stone is always being re-
jected in the urban context now. In order to create a space with 
contradiction and rebuild the relationship, stone become one of 
the sigificant element in this design. 
Owing to this trans-program building design is combiuning two kinds 
-of users. Zoning become the major issue. Stone is used to achieve 
the quality of protection. 
All the spaces have a sense of duality. Same spatial configuration 
could serve both parties. The transformation of the space should 
be considered. From auditorium (public) to conference I seminar 
room (mental health), from Bar I cafe (public) to Canteen and 
carpark (mental health), from Exhibition I gallery (public) to 
mutilpurpose I activities room (mental health), the setting of trans-
formable spaces would be the major issue. 
Wall Witt) gap 
visbis - glass 
i i v ^ - s t o n e 
Visual boundary 
Same space. time (fifferent 
A b s 
•acade facing Lan Kwai Fonq 
Someone may live in the stone, some-
one may work in the glass cubic box, 
someone may need to retrieve from 
mental disorder in the stone, someone 
may receive the mental consultation in 
the glass cubic box... but they may be 
the same. This is the real picture of this 
city. 
Side Facade 
8 p i n c e p t M i d 
study Model. 





Shelter over Lan Kwai Pong Public Zone 
LanKwaiFong 
i n t e r i m d e v e l o p m e n t 
The design trying to focus four categories : 
The relationship between outside and inside : In or-
der to capture the move and night life in Lan Kwai 
Fong, the flow of the pedestrian and the pattern of 
the gathering people had been considered. 
The stone for the public: stone become the main fea-
ture of Lan Kwai Fong, just derived from the retaining 
wall. 
The relationship between public relaxation center ( 
fitness center) and mental sheltered workshop. They 
may not seen each other, but they will know each 
other by tracing the space... 
The stone in the air : mental patient could be rejected 
by the normal people. However, they become the most 
focusing inhabitants in Central now. 
18 r i m I B V 81 a p m e 
day. “jm 
It would become a star ^ ^ i i d lomlnate In the darkness 




App&ino Fran Wyndham Street 
After the interim presentation, the direction of design is more clear and concentrate. 
The overall design scheme would be finalized in more detail way. However, the 
transprogram somehow need to take more time to be clarified. ’ 
Many comments were focus on the form of the stones. Especially the form too much 
like an egg. Too mathematical calculation would lost the natural feeling of the stone. At 
last the design is being pushed to a final stage. (It should be the final stage of the thesis 
work, but never come to the end of whole design process...) 
B 8 B P 
B P l m P r B 8 8 n t a t i 0 
Look at the sky, Lan Kwai Fong 
H E B S m B E n i t 
B p 
n i t 
mad 
Le t §01 . 
Ex ! I t p e r s o n / P r e - ni e ii I g f p e r sen 
Wen a r e so n e c e s s a r i l y m a d , t h a t n o t to be 
w o u l d a m o u n t t o a n o t h e r f o r m of m a d n e s s . ' 
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r C V 6 [ 
S 8 e li S 
0 C r D 0 I 
s e s I ^  
iiilQB 
I' r; e t: a 
M t T k . , i . i 11 1 
The wall is the symbol Of 
0 
B S 
I n B e t w e e n S p a c e 
Among Mad People 
l i t I don't w a n t t o m ^ n o n g ml i ’ ranarkeiL 
U t i you can't teip t h a t said t he Oat W r e an mad here, r m mad. 
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U F i O L O C M C 
W e are plunging into an age of confrontation : between benefit 
and harm, between personalities and between cultures...we are 
living at the start of an age of symbiosis, in which we will 
recognize each other's differing personalities and cultures while 
competing, and in which we will co-operate while we oppose and 
criticise each other.' 
Kisho Kurokawa 
'Men are so necessarily mad, that not to 
be mad would amount to another form of 
madness. ’ 
-Pascal 
'In the serene world of mental illness, 
modern man no longer communicates 
with the madman : on one hand, the man 
of reason delegates the physician to 
madness, thereby authorizing a relation 
only through the abstract universality of 
disease on the other, the man of 
madness communicates with society 
only by the intermediary of an equally 
abstract reason which is order, physical 
and moral constraint, the anonymous 
pressure of the group, the requirements 
of conformity.' 
-Michel Foucault 
Authentic Absurdity / Spurious Sanity 
M 
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Why Symbiosis 
Unfortunately, we are all living in 
the society with social class, 
people are divided into 
groups/classes by status, power, 
position in the market, race, 
gender, age, cultural background. 
Among the groups, there are two 
sets of people: majority and 
minority. 
The Majority share the large 
amount of valuable resource and 
rights in. the city, they are 
mainstream. They desen/e to 
receive the respect from the 
society because they are holding 
the spine of the economy and 
power. While the Minority are 
being ignored and covered as they 
are not able to feed and facilitate 
themselves. Such as asylums, 
prisons and hospitals have been 
treated as 'misfits'' to the society 
and normal people dare to remove 
those from their living environment 
As Raymond Lifchez mentions, 
'Although architects do not create 
these social categories, they play a 
key role in providing the physical 
framework in which the socially 
acceptable is celebrated and the 
unacceptable is confined and 
contained. 
‘Raymond Lifchez, Rethinking Architecture — 
Design Students and Physically Disabled 
People (University of California Press 1987) 
2 Raymond Lifchez, Rethinking Architecture — 
Design Students and Physically Disabled 
People (University of California Press 1987 
B i Introduction i B s 
The most challenging part to the architect is how the 
architecture can provide a physical environment to enhance 
the social obstruction within the groups. In order to achieve 
the goal, new interpretation of the program would be 
applied. 
By combining two or more program, whereby a required 
spatial configuration of one program contaminates another 
configuration. The new configuration would be created by 
the contradiction of the original contains.-
Disprogramming. ^ 
Figure 1.2.1 Piranesi, Careen, Plate II, first state 
‘Bernard Tschumi, Event-Cities (MIT Press 1994) 
wmmma 
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Figure 1.3.1 & 1.3.2, Bernade Tschumi, 
Transprogramming …Paris, Library of France 
Bernard Tschumi, Event-Cities (MIT Press 1994) 
Page 4 




This thesis is trying to test out how Architecture can 
become the bridge for the Majority & 
Minority. By inserting a structural framework that 
endorsed with the achievement of symbiosis in the urban 
network, the correlation of social framework would be 
improved. 
Besides, base on same argument, the thesis simulate to 
explore the cross-functions of the building 
programmes in the same architectural space by 
established two different kinds of potential users — 
Transprogramming.‘ 
This thesis also helps to understand how to 
deconstruct and redefine the 
perceptions to the social identity of the 
Minority, re-establish the 
communication channel of Majority & 
Minority though the unique architectural program 
and relevant spatial experience. 
Figure 1.3.1 Piranesi, The Drawing of the Prison 
For the disabled and the aged 
people, Government has their 
more deliberate policy to help 
them. However, the people who 
has mental illness seem to be 
repelled by the society. 
No one would dare to consider the 
madness people in the street and 
concern what they are looking for. 
It is because the normally people 
trying to hide them in the jail-like 
hospital. Isolating is the best 
way to express their 
attitude toward the 
needed. 
Many people assume that the 
mental disorder was worse than 
disease; it was bad. Generally 
interpretations, psychotic are 
always label with craziness and 
violence. No matter how 
normal they are of their 
appearance, they would 
endanger to the public. 
Authent ic Absurdity / Spurious Sanity 
M 
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Why Madness? 
The minority groups are defined as disability, poverty, 
elderly, deviance, illness and madness. Whereas, the 
majority groups are those who opposite to the minority. 
After the Sex and Disability Ordinances has been 
established by the Hong Kong Government, the duties of 
the Equal Opportunities Commission is to eliminate 
discrimination and promote equal opportunities between 
women and men. 
'Introduction " " ^ " " • • " " " • • • " • • " • ^ " • " ' • " ^ • " • ^ " • " • • • " • • • • “ ― 
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Who's Majority? 
No any point of communication 
help to deteriorate the reality. 
Especially the mental patients who 
are waiting for re-entering into the 
society, they should explore 
in the communal-based 
environment, trying to 
keep in touch with the 
society. 
Actually, the mentally illness has 
no any apparently different with 
the general public. It is the 
matter of visibility of this 
social issue. At least the 
general public would obtain the 
idea that the ex-mental persons is 
waiting for the understanding and 
encouragement before they step 
into the society. 
In addition, madness may be also 
defined as the people who 
working in stress and longing for a 
place that could act as a 
communal and leisure space to 




challenging if the 
definition of the 'mental 
people' and 'normal 
people' being unclear and 
variable — From Aftercare 
services to beforecare 
services in same space. 
The design input then extent form a specific proposal (For 
Minority) to a more social level (For Majority). The 
communications would be enhanced in the 
sense they unconsciously use the same physical 
environment. The perception of people 
perceiving others would need to redefined 
though the establishment of the spaces. 
Figure 1.5.1. Piranesi, Foundation of the Castle S. Angela, Antichita romane IV 
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Majority conf l ic ted wi th Minority! 
Hong Kong is the most precise 
model to demonstrate the distinct 
of the Majority & the Minority. Hong 
Kong's economy has been jetted 
up to the notable level in the 
World. The properly market 
revived and the poor suffered. The 
society emphasis on the great 
achievement of the businessman 
rather than development the 
welfare system of the community. 
All communities are arranged in a 
manner that goods and resources, 
tangible and intangible, symbolic 
and material are distributed. Such 
a distribution is always unequal 
and necessarily involves power. 
The power is clearly defined in the 
society and indicated by social 
class. As Max Weber mentioned, 
classes, status groups 
and parties are 
phenomena of the 
distribution of power 
within a community. Status 
groups make up the social order, 
class the economic order, and 
parly the legal/political order. Each 
order affects and is affected by the 
other/ 
Classification of men into such groups is based on their 
consumption patterns rather than on their place in the 
market or in the process of production. In contrast to 
classes, which may or may not be communal groupings, 
status groups are normally communities, which are held 
together by notions of proper life-styles and by 
the social esteem and honor accorded to 
them by others. As a results, common people are 
normal one who always contribute to the society. 
So, if it is the case, how to deal with this social issue by 
suggesting a architectural model 
‘MAX WEBER …The Fundamental Concepts 
of Sociology. Http: //www.spc.uchicago.edu 
/ssr1 /PRELIMS /Theory /weber.html^ WEBER3 
'Background 
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'not-in-my-backyard' syndrome... 
It is clear that the mental illness is 
still a highly stigmatized condition, 
although there have been modest 
improvements in public attitudes 
about mental disabilities. 
Another results on how the normal people perceive mental 
illness 
• 75% believe that anyone is susceptible to mental 
-ilJness. 
According the research done by 
The Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation, Pew Charitable 
Trusts, The National Institute of 
Mental Health, and The American 
Psychiatric Association (APA) 
offers a perspective to the mental 
care in America Results indicated 
that 
• 70% of Americans regard 
mental illness as a growing 
problem, though not as 
serious as cancer or 
substance abuse. 
• 40% have themselves 
experienced a mental illness 
or are related to a person who 
has a mental illness. 
• 25% say they are 'not at all' 
informed about mental illness. 
• 25% say they are 'very well’ 
informed. 
The result showing that the 
problem of mental failure is a very 
general symptom of the society. It 
has been also reflected the needs 
in the society. 
Over 50% believe that keeping a normal life in the 
community will help a person with mental illness get 
better. 
Less than 33% would welcome mental health facilities 
in their neighborhood. 
The study concluded that while there is more knowledge, 
interest, and tolerance than existed a quarter of a century 
ago, there continues to be strong resistance to locating 
community-based treatment and residential facilities in 
local neighborhoods — which is the 'not-in-my-
backyard' syndrome/ 
In Hong Kong, the public attitudes opposed toward the 
mental illness would definitely be more serious than those 
developed countries. 
Therefore, the mental facilities in Hong Kong are opposed 
frequently by the residences nearby. The urban area are far 
more difficult to locate those facilities. The distribution of the 
mental facilities are concentrated at sub-urban areas. 
‘JUDITH B. KRAUSS - Health Care Reform : 
Essential Mental Health Services (American 
Nurses Publishing) 
'Background 
‘JUDITH B. KRAUSS - Health Care Reform : Essential Mental Health Seivices 
(American Nurses Publishing) 
Page 8 
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mentally ill persons aim at developing their physical, mental 
and social capabilities to the fullest possible extent which 
their disabilities permit. The ultimate objective is to help 
them reintegrate into the community. 
The Department provides and coordinates social 
rehabilitation sen/ices for physically and mentally disabled 
persons, visually impaired, hearing impaired and 
discharged mental patients. It operates six sheltered 
workshops, three day activity centers, five hostels, one 
composite club 
and one supported 
employment unit 
designed to 
m m . . 
- enable the mission 
AUTHOKI7Y accomplished. 
Figure 2.3.1 The services of Hospital Authority 
Figure 2.3.2 The logo of Hospital Authority 
Moreover, the Hospital Authority is an independent body 
which was established in 1990 to improve the management 
of all public hospitals. It provides medical treatment and 
rehabilitation sen/ices to patients through hospitals, 
specialist clinics and outreaching sen/ices. 
Hospital Authority would co-operate with the non-
governmental organizations and arrange some kind of 
functions to the public. 
M 
2 3 Q • m n E f i 
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Policy... 
The Government's health care 
policy is that no one should 
be denied adequate 
medical treatment through 
lack of means. To the end, it 
provides a range of services and 
facilities to complement those 
available in the private sector and 
to meet the needs of less-affluent 
patients. 
The Department of Health is the 
government's health adviser and 
regulatory authority. It safeguards 
community health through a range 
of promotional, preventive, curative 
and rehabilitative sen/ices. It also 
works with the private sector and 
teaching institution to deliver 
primary health care. 
Government would plan the 
budget to the non-governmental 
organizations each year. On the 
other hand, Government control to 
those organization is quite loose 
and leave them to plan the 
rehabilitation services. 
'Background 
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General provision 
The Mission of the Community 
work and Aftercare unit (CWAU) is 
to help chronic mentally ill persons 
re-integrating into the community/ 
This mission achieved though its 
tripartite function :-
• /A hospital Pre-discharge 
Team providing active 
rehabilitation enabling the 
discharged patients to look 
after themselves and to 
achieve an acceptable level of 
social and living skills. The 
team members include 
psychiatrists, psychiatric 
nurses, medical social 
workers, occupational 
therapists and clinical 
psychologists. 
• A community Psychiatric 
Team which provides regular 
visits to the homes, half-way 
houses, and work places of 
individual discharged patients 
in local community in order to 
monitor their progress. In 
order to monitor their 
progress. In addition to the 
close link established with 
employers, housing managers 
and co-tenants, a 24-hpour 
telephone hot line sen/ice is 
available to ensure help and 
support in time of crisis. 
• Liaison with non-governmental organizations through 
various channels, including the Joint CWAU meetings 
to ensure a smooth continuity of medical treatment and 
after care setvices for psychiatric hospital discharges. 
For the same purpose, non-governmental organizations 
operate 40 sheltered workshops, 51 day activity centers, 
122 hostels, 17 social and recreation centers, four activity 
centers for discharged mental patients and 23 supported 
employment units. To sprovide care and training to disabled 
children, there are 1,375 places in early education and 
training centers, 1,102 places in integrated programmes of 
ordinary child care centers and 1 149 places in special child 
care centers. 
At the end of 1996, 4075 beds were provided in psychiatric 
hospitals and 1661 beds in public psychiatric units of 
general hospitals. The number of psychiatric day hospital 
places remained at 574. The redevelopment of Castle Peak 
Hospital, one of the territory's two main psychiatric 
hospitals, is under way. An additional 712 psychiatric beds 
are being planned by the year 2000. 
‘REHABILITATION DIVISION HEALTH & 
WELFARE BRANCH GOVERNMENT 
SECRETARIAT - Hong Kong Review Of 









After-care sen/ices belong to the 
categories of social rehabilitation. 
The social rehabilitation sen/ices 
for ex-mentally ill persons aim at 
developing their physical, mental 
and social capabilities to the fullest 
possible extent which their 
disabilities permit The ultimate 
objective is to help them 
reintegrate into the community. ^ 
psychogeriatric patients. There are 12 community 
psychiatric nursing service centers. Other complementary 
rehabilitative sem'ces include day centers, half way house, 
long hay care homes, vocational training, selective 
placement and social clubs, run by government 
departments and non-government organizations. 
Case 001 
The seivices included halfway 
house, sheltered workshop, 
long stay care home, 
supported housing. 
Community work and aftercare 
units of psychiatric hospital help 
discharged patients. The 
community psychiatric nursing 
seivice and domiciliary 
occupational therapy semce, in 
particular, aim to provide continual 
care and treatment programmes 
for discharged mental patients in 
their home settings. The assists 
patients' social readjustment while 
educating them and their families 
on mental health. 
Three community psychiatric 
teams and eight psychogeriatric 
teams have been set up to provide 
designated care and rehabilitative 
programmes to psychiatric and 
‘REHABILITATION DIVISION HEALTH & 
WELFARE BRANCH GOVERNMENT 
SECRETARIAT --• Hong Kong Review Of 
Rehabilitation Programme Plan, Chapter 8, 
P. 101 
...ten years ago, Ah 
Keung red eve d the 
medical treatment to 
overcome his mentally 
disorder period. He 
spend more than five 
years in hospital. 
Ah Keung working in the 
sheltered workshop 
located in Chuk Yuen 
now. Everyday he 
should travel form his 
family to the workshop. 
He live in Chai Wan 
where he should spend 
an hour for traveling. 
He becomes more generous now. He likes spoil and 
always wants to play with others. In the Chuk Yuen shelter 
working, not many chances and spaces for him to 
communicate and play. 
He hopes to reintegrate into the society again, however, he 
is still being frighten by surrounding environment... 
'Background 





Before-care services concerns 
about the potential mental ill 
people in the society. 
Early recognition of symptoms of 
mental illness is important for early 
treatment and prevention of the 
onset of residual disability. 
Moreover, early inteivention often 
prevents the condition from 
deteriorating to the point at which a 
severe crisis occurs and hospital 
admission becomes the only 
possible solution. 
/4s mental illness often grows 
through a wide range of reasons, 
physical, emotional, social or 
economical, the individual himself 
may be unaware of his own 
condition. 
Therefore, it is important to 
educate those in the public service 
and voluntary organizations who 
are in daily contact with the public 
to recognize possible psychiatric 
symptoms and problems. The 
general public also requires 
education not only to identify the 
illness, but also on what and where 
treatment seivices are available. 
Case 002 
...Roger Chan is the executive director of the trading 
company in Central. He works more than 14 hours per day. 
He is working in a extremely tense environment, spending 
his life to produce happiness to his family. He likes sport but 
he can't waste so much time to relax. 
Two months ago, he 
found a place at Central 
where providing a space 
for relaxation and 
mental health fitness. 
He is saved at the verge 
of craziness. All he 
have to do is to spare 
some time to get rid of 
the pressure and to 
contemplate. 
However, such a place 
which close to those 
working group is hard to 
find.... 
The seivices included counseling 
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Site Selection 
The site is located at Wyndham 
Street and Lan Kwai Fong. 
r 
_ 
The significant neighbor : Fringe Club. Central Police 
Station, Central Hospital, Victoria Prison, Old Government 
House and Central Hospital. 
The criteria for site selection :-
• Urban site context. 
. Day-night changes significant. 
. Wide range of activities. 
. Place for general public 
gathering & pedestrian 
access. 
• In between location 
(residential & commercial). 
flisiie !of Phase Ow 
M I R, Staton 
Figure 3.1.1 Site Plan & MTR Station 
Wyndham Street 
Lan Kwai Fong 
Queen's Road 
Des Vouex Road 
Figure 3.1.2 Site Plan & Significant Buildings 
Context 
13 
The design should have 
potential to improve this 
situation by providing the 
alternative access to the 
residents. 
The following maps 
showing pedestrian and 
vehicular access:-
Figure 2.2.1 The Old Residential Building in the Site 
Figure 3.2.2 The Pottinger Street with Old Building 
M 
3 2 S I T C ^ M L I i l i 
Access 
Problems 
The existing site is the missing link 
of the pedestrian access from the 
mid-level to the most prosperity 
place in the city. 
In the case the resident want to 
walk from up hill to the Landmark 
Building, they should firstly travel 
from the escalator down the hill 
and then stop at Hollywood Road 
and pass though at Wyndham 
Street and to make the shortcut by 
entering Lan Kwai Fong. Finally, 
from Lan Kwai Fong to downtown. 
It is so inconvenience especially 
the rainy day. 
Moreover, the traffic condition in 
Hollywood Road is very danger 
and congested. Pedestrian should 
cross the road without any 
guidance of the traffic lamp. 
For the internal old residential 
area, the situation is even worse 
than outside. The condition of 
backyard is very dark and trash all 
the way. The spaces actually have 
potential and left over now. 
Opportunities 
While the site provide the 
opportunity to re-establish a more 
valid pedestrian linkage, then the 
flow of pedestrian would 
encourage general public fully 
emerge into the building complex. 
Context • • “ 
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Pedestrian Access 
MAJOR PEDESTRIAN ACCESS 
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Vehicular Access 
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Zoning 
The Upper part of the site are 
mainly the residential tower with 
the shop at ground level sitting on 
the slope and facing the Victoria 
Harbour. 
In the middle part, mainly located 
the institutional building types such 
as the Government House, the 
Central Hospital, the Central Police 
station and the Victoria Prison. All 
those facilities located along Upper 
Albert Road. 
The lower part of the site are 
mainly the high graded commercial 
are which the working class and 
businessman gather around. There 
are mainly high-rise building with 
certain wall facade. 
The location of the building 
complex is the in between area 
where situated at the junction of 
residential and commercial. 
f : r f -
Figure 3.2.3 The Church & Fringe Club nearby 
Figure 3.2.4 The Police station & Victoria Prison 
Figure 3.2.3 The Famous night life in Hong Kong …Lan Kwai Fong 
Figure 3.2.4 The Commercial building along Wyndham Street 
'Context 
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Organization Analysis 
Client : New Life Psychiatric 
Rehabilitation Association. 
Head Office : 332 Nam Cheong 
Street, Kowloon, Hong Kong. 
Tel No.: 23324343 
fax No.: 27709345 
The New Life Psychiatric 
Rehabilitation Association was 
originally called the New Life 
Mutual Aid Club formed in 1959 
and formally registered with the 
authorities in 1961. It was 
organized and run by a group of 
ex-mental patients, and was re-
organized and changed its title in 
1965. Figure 4.1.1 The New Life Building 
Figure 4.1.2 The entrance of the New Life Building 
The Mission of the association is to 
establish and carry on hostels, 
sheltered workshops, farms, clubs 
or any projects on a non-profit 
making basis where ex-mental 
patients and the mentally retarded 
may obtain free of charge or on 
moderate terms temporary 
residential facilities, vocational 
training, sheltered employment, 
recreation or activities calculated 
directly or indirectly for their 
rehabilitation and betterment. 
Up to now, the rehabilitation 
sen/ice are mainly focused on 
Kowloon and New Territories 
districts. At Hong Kong Island, 
there are only one halfway house, 
one hostel and one sheltered 
workshop. 
NEW UFE SERVICES IN 
-A leo OFFICE J.): 
• HMfWAYHOOSE -
0 UUie STAY CARE HOi^ /iaSTa 







• smaEB WORKSHOP ••->•-
'-‘ SIlPPOfilEDEMPlflymSBiVlff 
Figure 4.1.3 New Life services in Hong Kong 
Project 
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Head Off ice 
The head office of the association 
had been completed at 1996. The 
building was named as New Life 
Building which formerly known as 
Nam Cheong Multi-Sen/ices 
Center. New project would be 
strongly suggested to refer the 
existing head office. 
After-care services 
The New Life Building is comprised 
of eight units, it houses the 
Headquarters, three unit of 
Purpose-built Halfway Houses, 
one unit of Long Stay Care Home, 
one Sheltered Workshop, one 
Activity Center and Institute of 
Psychiatric Rehabilitation. 
The site area of the head office is 
about 540017)2 with a total G.FA of 
about 10200ml It is six storey 
building with covered car park. It 
offered 320 residential places, 190 
day places and 200 club 
membership. 











Figure 4.2.1 Schedule of GFA of the head office 
• P r o j e c t 
Before-care services: 
The New Life Building also 
helps to provide more public 
education, promotion and 
public activities. It is 
considered to be more 
important to increase the 
publicity of the mental 
health care in Hong Kong. 
Figure 4.2.2 New Life Building 
The association would also arrange open day, exhibitions 
and seminars for the public in every. Besides, there are 
management quarter in head office responsible for other 
centers in Hong Kong. 
Figure 4.2.3 The elevation outside the sheltered workshop 
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New Site... 
A Comprehensive relaxation center 
with the specific after-care and 
before-care facilities which is the 
building complex which serves two 
kinds of people - Mental illness 
and working people. 
It is a place for people to 
contemplate and rest, a 
place to retrieve, a place 
to hide, play, share and 
dream... 
In the Day time, it would 
programmes as health care center 
including sheltered workshop and 
half way house. The main users 
would be the 'Ex-mental person'. 
The project provide facilities for 
those people so that they can 
retrieve and be trained as a normal 
person. Besides, counselling, 
activity centers, supported 
employment and family/relatives' 
resources centers can also be 
arranged in the center. 
On the other hand, the center 
would change their condition and 
functional uses at night, becoming 
a night care center. In which the 
'normal people' who are at the 
boarder line of madness and 
normal, or under the pressure of 
daily life would go there for 
relaxation. The buildings act as a 
communal and leisure space to 
release those people in stress. 
Building elements 
Day time 
Half way house, sheltered workshop …training center, 
counseling / intemew rooms, therapy rooms, meeting 
areas... 
Night time 
Bar, cafe, communal spaces, counseling sen/ices, gallery, 
performance hall... 
All the time 
management core, conference rooms, exhibition space, 
common circulation... 
The difference between night and day must be enormous. 
The day time should be quiet and peaceful 
which allow the activities held inside of the building 
complex. While the conditions of the site at night would 
change to a outreach activities as well as the 
same quality of the context. 
The center also serve as management core to coordinate 
with the facilities which located in Hong Kong Island. 
Therefore, new building would be formulated as a central 
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$$$ 
The project would be divided into 
phases in order to raise the 
funding more effectively. Besides, 
the project would also be 
supported by the Government with 
the budgets planed to be aided for 
the health care facilities. 
Moreover, flag day is the only way 
for them to raise the fund by 
themselves. Therefore, the project 
would programme some area for 
rental and would be managed by 
the New Life. 
Transprogrammes would plan to 
fully utilize the building. Day and 
night would provide different 
usage. 
The extension of the pedestrians 
pathway to the central escalator 
would be financed by the 
Government. 
_ 
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statement 
>4s a Communal Space 
To create a space for the social 
interaction between the general public 
and the ex-mental persons so that the ex-
mental can re-discharge to the society 
more effectively. 
To promote the mental health care to the 
general public in order to encourage the 
consideration to the mental illness in the 
society. 
As a Health Care Center 
To provide the after care services to the 
ex-mental persons. 
/As a Relaxation Center 
To provide the before care counseling 
services to the potential mental disorders 
among the business class persons. 
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issues 
Pedestrian Circulation 
The design should establish a 
space/complex in urban context so 
that the public can be access more 
easily by re-routing the pedestrian 
traffic. 
Image 
The design should encourage pedestrian participate in the 
health care activities which would be promoted by the 
client. 
PR 
The existing mid level escalator 
system should extend from the 
junction of the Hollywood Road 
and Wyndham street (create a 





The building should be located 
along the spine. 
3 
The ground floor should delicate 
to accommodate the pedestrian 
traffic. 
4 
The materials of the paving 
should provide a sense of leisure. 
PR 
The Ground level should be located some of the exhibition 
spaces so that the public could easily access. 
PR 2 
The building should respect to the surrounding building 
according to the volumetric massing so that a more 
consistent and coherent image would be suggested. 
'Goals & 
Performance Flequirements Page 25 
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Flexibility Privacy 
Some designated spaces should 
allow flexibly use by two kind of 
users. The trans-programme 
building should be established so 
that the space can be fully utilized. 
The design should consider the problem of the segregation 
in the urban context (private vs. public) in order to provide 
a sense of protection in the realm of urban context. 
PR 
Multi-use of the functional space 
and exhibition space should be 
applied in the design. 
PR 2 
The same space can be 




The counseling services and the main health care center 
facilities should be located at the upper level. 
2 
The management facilities would directly link with the main 
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Issues. 
Internal Circulation Spatial Quality 
Within the building complex, the 
internal circulation should be clear 
so that the users would very easy 
to familiar with the spaces. 
The space should be very calm and peaceful for ex-mental 
people. 
PR 
Some reference space or counter 
should be located at the middle of 
the circulation. 
PR 
Avoid shape angle and corner especially inside the 
accommodation area.. 
PR 2 
Color should be used in the 
internal circulation in order to give 
directions. 
PR 
The texture of the materials should be highly considered. 
Avoid using rough surface and reflected materials. 
PR 3 
Day light should introduce to the 
internal circulation space. 
PR 3 
Greenery should be provided inside the space in order to 
enhance the environment. 
'Goals & 
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Noise 
For a place for contemplation, 
acoustic effective design should be 
considered. 
Open Space 
The half way house should be directly connected to open 
space. The users would enjoy the space. 
PR 
The wall should more than 
250mm to shield the sound from 
Hollywood Road and Lan Kwai 
Fong. 
PR 
open space would be the same level of the main entrance of 
half way house. 
PR 2 
Double glazing should be used 
especially in the lower level. 
PR 2 
Garden near Pottinger street would be absorbed as the open 
space of the project. 
PR 3 
Zoning should be considered for 
two different programmes 
established in the same project. 
'Goals & 
Performance Flequirements Page 28 
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Issues. 
External Circulation Spatial Quality 
The circulation should be easy The space should allow people to generate a relax feelings 
access by the public and invite and help them to be retrieved. 
people using. 
PR 
The external circulation should be 
directly connected to the linkage 
between newly proposed 
escalator 
PR 
Quality of lighting effect (Sunlight / artificial) should stimulate 
people to contemplate. 
PR 2 
The circulation near Lan Kwai 
Fong should have the spatial 
quality that allow people 
gathering. 
PR 2 




Separate circulation to each 
function areas such as fitness 
center and gallery should be 
provided.. 
4 
The cafe /bar should facing the 
backyard and connect to outside 
'Goals & 
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o u t s i d e t h e c a f e t e r r a c e 
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Tranprogramming: 
Combining several types of 
programs, regardless of 




Combining two or more programs, 
whereby a reuired spatial 
configuration of program A 
contaminates program B and B's 
possible configuration. The new 
program B may be extracted from 
the inherent contradictions 
contained in program A, and B's 
required spatial configuration may 
be applied to A.." 
Bernard Tschumi, Event-Cities (MIT 
Press 1994) 
“Bernard Tschumi, Event-Cities (MIT 
Press 1994) 
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. daily living 
. working in the sheltered 
workshop 
• inten/iew & therapy treatment 




drinking and dining 





eating and drinking 
looking around 
loading an unloading 









”/T Site along Wyndham Street 
Residential / Commercial 
800irf 
Non-domestic (up to 27m) 
Domestic (up to 55m) 
For a composite building, permitted plot ratio (PR): 
aPR(dom.) < (pPR (Non-dom.) - aPR (Non-dom.)) X pPR(dom.) /pPR(Non-dom.) 
aPR = Actual plot ratio 
pPR = Permitted plot ratio 
dom. = domestic 
Non-dom. = Non-domestic 
pPR (Non-dom.) =8.0 
pPR (Dom.) = 6.3 
Schedule of facilities: 
Use Proposed 
GFA (m2) 
Domestic part Half way House 2000 
Staff Quarter 200 
Subtotal 2200 
Non-domestic part Shelter Workshop 600 
Counseling 200 
Therapy & interview 120 











> V \ 
< < 
2440 
Circulation (20%) . - i 
\ 
1160 
IVI & E Services ‘ 
( 1 0 % ) • < < 
‘ ' , A 
580 
Car Park 6 for private car - , 
1 for ambulance / van 
1 for loading / unloading 
210 
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Master Layout Planning 
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Master Layout Planning 2 
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Morning 
0900 
very busy traffic jam at Queen's Road and Des Voeux Road, 
major pedestrian flow though MTR station entrance. 
1100 




People travel along Queen's road 
1500 
nothing special 























i ^ v -
Night 
1700 
• people hurry back home. 
. traffic busy at the time. 
. people flow though MTR station. 
1900 
. Shopping activities 
. dinner time 
. people searching place to eat at Lan Kwai Fong 
2100 
. Night life in Lan Kwai Fong. 
. people gather around at there. 
. Fringe Club would be crowd of people if some performance 
showing. 
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Master Layout Plan 
The NHS site is the wholesale redevelopment for about 200acres in south-west Birmingham where the 
^est midlands Regional Health Authority plans to cover more than half of the land with mixed 
development centred around a 850,000 sq. ft business park. 
The site is a product of the government's 'care in the community' policy and comprises four long term 
mental health hospitals, all due to close by 1996. 
0 of the most important issues of the scheme is the zoned business park which is part of a wider, 
mixed-use development and features a higher level of amenity than the usual business park format ‘ 
The business park is split between 540,000 sq.ft of business space, 70,000 sq.ft high tech and. 
240,000 sq.ft for light industry, surrounded by 800 new homes, a sportstore, a 150-bed hotel, sport 
facilities and community. The hospital has retained and adapted for new uses …mental care. 
Issues: 
• The method of mental health care change from convention hospital to community type. 
• The target group (users) would change to be businessman. 
• The mental care center should establish inside the city. 
Page 38 
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Southeast facade details 
The wall facade were created by numerous windows 
and slits on the intricately folding wall surface. 
The environment m^cserene where patients can relax. 
The rooms are finished like a private home and the 
corridors simulating the varied street scenes can be 
used as the promenade. The small private room can be 
rearranged to a large function rooms. 
South facade beside the river 
I L E I 
Roof plan lui 1 




2/F plan . /Dom-
Ligation 
3py,room 
‘ . , 7 Day rgom 
f V-' room 
i V f v . i ' - ^ 9. • Nurse station „ 
Issue: Linear site (generate form) 
I I J F E 
Shiranui Hospital, Stress Care Center 
Location: Omuta City, Fukuoka 
Architect: Itsuko Hasegawa 
Number of beds: 38 
Site area : 14,289.90 m ^ 
Material: Steel structure 
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Thames Water Habitable Bridge Compet i t ion 
Zaha Hadid Entry 
Location : River Thames,London 
Architect: Zaha Hadid 
Structural 
Engineer :Ove Arup and Partners 
The Bridge is arranged as a series of cantilevered 
volumes linked in the center by light pedestrian 
walkways. Public activities take place on the lower 
levels of the bridge and private accommodation is 
contained within the five separate building volume 
above. 
Flexible, multi-functional loft space are designed to be 
used as residential and office spaces, artist studios and 
workshops. 
The bridge would be open 24 hours a day and 
accommodate a mixture of commercial, cultural, 
entertainment and recreation functions. 
Issue: Bridge Building Type 
• The Multi-functions can be manipulated by a linear 
arrangement. 
The circulation must be clear for people to determine 
the location. Private & Public identities should be well 
defined. 
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According to the New Life Annual Report 1996 
Diagnosis of clients sen/ed in 1995/1996 
Diagnosis (Ref.: DSMIV) Male Female Total 
1 Disorder Usually First Diagnosed in Infancy, Childhood or Adolescence 
1.a Mental Retardation 
1.b pervasion Development Disorders — 
Autistic Disorder 
1..C A ttention-Deficit and Disruptive Beha vior Disorders — 
Attention-Deficit / Hyperactivity Disorder 
339 112 451 
1 1 2 
1 0 1 
2 Cognitive Disorder 
2. a Dementia 
2.b Other Cognitive 
3 0 3 
1 1 2 
3 Substance-Related Disorder 
3. a Alcohol-rela ted Disorder 4 0 4 
4 Schizophrenia and Other Psychotic Disorder 
4.a Schizophrenia — Chronic 
4.b Schizophrenia — In Remission 
4.C Schizoaffective Disorder 
4.d Delusional Disorder 
4. e Other Psychotic Disorder 
236 161 397 
669 273 942 
3 5 8 
10' 8 18 
11 7 18 
5 Mood Disorders 
5. a Bipolar Disorder 
5.b Depressive Disorder …Major 
5.C Depressive Disorder …Other 
5. d Other Mood Disorder 
9 17 26 
10 16 26 
2 2 4 
3 2 5 
6 Anxiety Disorders 
6. a Panic Disorder 
6.b Phobia 
6.C Obsessive - Compulsive Disorder 
6.d Post - Traumatic Stress Disorder 
6.e Other Anxie ty Disorders 
3 1 4 
2 1 3 
5 3 8 
4 0 4 
0 2 2 
7 Somatoform Disorder …Somatization Disorder 0 1 1 
8 Personality Disorder 12 10 22 
9 Adjustment Disorder 0 1 1 
10 Other Mental Disorders 10 6 16 
Total 1338 630 1968 
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Year 
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Prevalence Rate Projected 
No. of Cases 
Rehab. Sen/ices 
in June 1994 
No. of Ml. Requiring 
Rehab. Services 





1.Function Psychoses 15-64 
1a. Schizophrenia 0.3% t 12890 9023 70 
lb. Affective Psychoses 86065 11619 13.5 
Depressive Disorders 1.29%(Male) 
2.44%(Female) 
Bipolar Disorders 0.15%(Male) 
0.16%(Female) 
2. Organic Psychoses 65+ 10% 56630 28315 50 
3. Neuroses 15+ 10.86%(Male) 684452 10267 1.5 
17.38%(Female) 
4. Others 15+ 5% of all the above 42002 4200 10 
mentally ill cases 
Total 882039 63424 
Estimated number of people with a disability (1994- 1999) 
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Number of 
Mental Illness 63424 64927 66738 68467 70315 71995 
'Wi 
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For programming 
Official 
1- New Life Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association Annual Report 1995-1996 
2. New Life Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association Annual Report 1996-1997 
Book 
Health Care reform: Essential Mental Health Services, Judith B.Krauss, R.N., M.S.N. 
Madness & Civilization, Michel Foucault 
Philosophy of Symbiosis, Kisho Kurokawa 
Madness in the Street, Rael Jean Isaac, Virgina C. Armat 
Mental Health Facilities, AIA 
Event Cities, Bernard Tschumi 












S,M L XL. OMA., Rem Koolhaas and Bruce Mau, 010 publishers 
The idea of the city, Edited by Robin Middeton, A A 
Invisible Cities, Italo Calvino, Vintage 
Collage Architecture, Nils-Olo Lund, Ernst & Sohn 
ttsuko Hasegawa, Academy Edition, Ernst & Sohn 
Frank Gehry, buildings and projects, Rizzoli 
Light construction, Terence Riley, The Museum of Modern Art 
Architects' working details, David jenkins and Louis Dezart, AJ 
The building envelope, Alan Brookes Chris Grech, Butteiworth Architecture 
Art work by Andy Goldworthy 
Art work by Chang Yi 
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